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Sell and buy your software licenses securely
Find the license you need from over 100,000 references
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The 1st leading B2B platform on the secondary software market in Europe:
	 a modern and easy to use marketplace
	 over 100 million euros worth of licenses for sale
	 complete and verified licenses
	 guaranteed savings
	 a wide range of publishers to choose from







They chose the second hand market
Whether you have unused licenses or need licenses, Softcorner allows you to buy or sell on the secondary market with a secure process.


Key Accounts
By providing us with the Softcorner platform we have saved several million euros compared to a traditional purchase of licenses, and even several tens of millions of euros over several years given the price of the cloud.


Discover

ETI
With Softcorner you have the guarantee that the licenses offered are completely valid and of high quality. Under these conditions, the second-hand license can become a reflex. We have thus integrated it into our thinking as an alternative to the editor.
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SME
The principle of putting us in contact with buyers seemed more transparent to us than that offered by brokers. In addition, we have always been satisfied with the service and advice that the Softcorner teams have been able to provide us.
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To understand everything about buying & selling used licenses in 3 minutes




The secondary market for software licenses
Using the secondary market to buy or sell unused licenses is a rational and smart act in a context where the search for economy and flexibility is a key success factor. 







A source of economy
up to 80% cheaper to acquire licenses.




Budget optimization
self-financing of your projects through the resale of your unused assets.




A source of flexibility
premise/on-demand as part of your migration to the cloud.




A lever for rationalization
and conformity.





How does it work?
Whether you have unused licenses or need licenses, Softcorner allows you to buy or sell on the secondary market with a secure process.
Sell with ease


Post your listing
fill in your license information


Match!
 Receive an offer
and negotiate directly with the buyer


Receive the 
payment
that concludes your transaction


Deliver the 
licenses
with their original documentation.
Start selling

Buy safely


Create
 your search
and fill in your deadline


Match!
Negotiate directly with the buyer


Pay with Mangopay
completely secure


Receive the software
You can now install them.
Start buying



How does it work?
Whether you have unused licenses or need licenses, Softcorner allows you to buy or sell on the secondary market with a secure process.
Sell with ease

Buy safely


Post your listing
fill in your license information


Create
 your search
and fill in your deadline



Match!
 Receive an offer
and negotiate directly with the buyer


Match!
Negotiate directly with the buyer



Receive the 
payment
that concludes your transaction


Pay with Mangopay
completely secure



Deliver the 
licenses
with their original documentation.

Receive the software
You can now install them.


Start selling
Start buying





Optimizing Software Assets & Aftermarket
Download the white paper


More than 3000 companies have joined Softcorner




























Key features


Estimate your licenses easily
Our used software license buying/selling platform allows you to easily estimate the residual value of your application licenses. Based on the real market price of the licenses available for sale or purchase, you will have a precise and transparent idea of the value of your entire unused application park. Your unused licenses are not worthless!
Read more




Create offers and searches
Whether you are actively purchasing or looking for specific licenses, our platform allows you to save multiple searches so that you don't miss any purchasing opportunities at the best price. You can also create and publish your offers and quickly find several potential buyers. Publish, trade, document, negotiate and sell to get the most out of your unused software assets.
Read more




Negotiate directly
Once your offers are created and published on the platform, you can exchange and negotiate with potential buyers. You can position your offers at the best prices to get the most out of your used licenses. And all this at the pace that suits you, depending on the availability dates of your licenses.
Read more




Secure Deals and payments
Whether you are a buyer or a seller, the security of your payments is essential. That's why we are associated with Mangopay to secure payments through an escrow account. Moreover, we work with AXA to provide sellers with insurance coverage. Finally, all the elements and contractual documents are digitally signed through our partner Docusign, thus guaranteeing a perfect traceability of all your exchanges.
Read more





Secure payments
by Mangopay




Insured Deals
by Axa and Docusign




Free registration
Access to 100% of the offers




Customer Service
+33 (0)9 80 80 85 82





Contact us
+33 (0)9 80 80 85 82contact@softcorner.eu
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